
Donna Brazile Feared for Her Life After the
Murder of Seth Rich, the Suspected DNC
Leaker
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Donna Brazile’s fear that Rich’s death was a political hit contradicts the official
story that his murder was a botched robbery. A private detective said that Brazile
called him and accused him of “snooping” and demanded to know why the investigation was
still going on after he visited the police station and asked some questions earlier this
year.

Journalist Tells How He Knows That Seth Rich
Passed DNC Emails to WikiLeaks
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Seymour Hersch says that WikiLeaks definitely had access to the emails before Rich was
killed. [This recording contains vulgar language.]

Investigator into Murder of Seth Rich
Reveals That Seth’s Brother Blocked Every
Step of His Investigation
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He was ordered not to investigate Rich’s emails, communications with WikiLeaks, personal
problems with his DNC supervisor, or the party Seth attended the night of his murder.
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Did Fox News, Under Pressure by Democratic
Party Operatives, Fire Sean Hannity for
Reporting on the Seth Rich Murder Case?
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The mainstream media is labeling news reports about the murder of Seth Rich, the man who
is believed to have leaked the DNC emails to WikiLeaks, as “fake news,” and they are
trying to bury the story.

Democrat Party Staffer, Seth Rich, May Have
Been Murdered Because He Leaked Party Emails
to WikiLeaks
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A retired Washington DC detective, Rod Wheeler, investigated the murder of Seth Rich, a
staffer at the Democratic National Committee, and concluded that he may have been killed
because he released incriminating DNC emails to Wikileaks.


